Issues in History and Culture:
Landscapes, Bodies, and Cultural Memory Practice


Instructor: Dr. Jerzy (Jurek) Elżanowski
Location: St. Patrick’s Building 201D or as announced
Time: Thursdays, 14:35-17:25
Office hours: by email appointment
Email: jerzy.elzanowski@carleton.ca
Web: https://carleton.ca/sics/people/jerzy-jurek-elzanowski/

Course Argument

This year, Issues in History and Culture has as its aim to consider the different ways in which humans mourn, receive, and commemorate their remains within the spaces they share. We will reflect on the ‘physiology’ of historicized landscapes,\(^1\) mapping the articulation of human remains at and through sites broadly thought of as traumatic. The goal will be to think about how human bodies are interred in land, distributed throughout landscapes, and to consider how bodies and their representations foster both exclusionary and multidirectional cultural memory practices.

Starting from a place of compassion, we will differentiate between unequal conditions of grievability (Butler), and between the distance of sympathy, and the immediacy of empathy in situations of loss (Carter). We will then go on study the relationships between the politics of loss and what Katherine Verdery calls “dead body politics,” looking at how individuals and groups leverage landscapes and draw on cultural memory practices to elevate certain remains over others. Finally, we will consider how human remains have been used to animate very different geographical imaginaries.

From settler racism and notions of wilderness to the post-catastrophic conditions of bombed cities, we will study the local, national, and transnational implications of violence on people, architecture, and the landscapes they both inhabit. Drawing on burgeoning discourses such as “architectural forensics” (Weizman) and “warchitectural theory” (Herscher) we will reflect on the historical representation of death in the built environment. By combining the subject matter and research experience of all participants, we will work together to collaboratively and flexibly explore constellations of literatures and visual sources.

Class Participation, Assignments, and Evaluation

Students will be evaluated on the basis of class participation, discussion facilitation, a creative assignment, a final symposium presentation, and a final paper. I will distribute detailed written instructions for each assignment in class and post them on cuLearn. These documents will explain the nature of the creative assignment, how peer review works, and outline expectations for the final paper.

This is a reading-intensive graduate seminar; regular attendance and thoughtful, informed, and generous participation in discussions is crucial to success. Each week, one or two students will be responsible for facilitating that day’s discussion. The student or the pair will be asked to briefly summarize the assigned articles, to prepare questions / an interactive activity for the class, and to suggest a direction for the group discussion. Note: Discussion leaders are not expected to give formal presentations.

Course Requirements and Grade Distribution

- Attendance and class participation (including peer review): 15%
- Discussion facilitation: 15% (1 session)
- Creative assignment + written reflection: 20%
- Mini-symposium presentation: 20%
- Final paper: 30%

Tentative Assignment Deadlines

- Proposal for final paper delivered to colleagues for peer review: Friday, October 13, 2017
- Peer reviews returned to colleagues: Friday, October 20, 2017 at the latest.
- In-class discussion of proposals: Thursday, November 2, 2016.
- Creative assignment: Friday, November 17, 2017 (Assessed).
- Mini-symposium presentations, Thursday, November 30 and Thursday, December 7, 2017 OR joint Mini-Conference on December 1 and 2, 2017 (Assessed).
- Final paper due at the end of term (Assessed).

Under regular circumstances, I will not consider or grade late submissions. If you expect that you will need an accommodation, please let me (as well as your peer review partners) know at least 1 week in advance. See below for University accommodations.
Course Correspondence

Please communicate with me using your Carleton email accounts only. I will do my best to respond to student emails within 24 hours and ask that students follow the same rule when responding to my queries. I usually do not check email messages on the weekends or in the evenings. Emails received on Friday will likely be answered the following Monday. Please note: I will be away from my email October 14-29. Please make sure to address significant questions before this time. If you have extremely pressing questions during this period, you are welcome to send me a text message.

Scheduling

Please note that certain activities may need to be rescheduled. I will announce any changes to the reading schedule, off-site visits, and the attendance of invited guests, at least two weeks in advance. As such, this is a draft outline that may change with reasonable notice.

We have a unique opportunity to hold the Mini-Symposium jointly with CDNS 5401 (The ‘Heritage” or Heritage Conservation) on December 1 and 2, 2017 rather than in two separate class sessions. Because this is outside of class time, both groups will decide by consensus whether or not this is something they want to do. If we hold a joint one-and-a-half day symposium, it will stand it for the last two sessions, which will then be cancelled. We will confirm the final arrangements by the end of September at the latest.

Readings

The library will make most of the assigned articles available on ARES. For copyright reasons, some books (and book chapters) may be accessible at the library reserves only. I will be signing out some books from my personal library if necessary, and posting some articles on cuLearn. Please make sure to plan your readings in advance, and to coordinate with me if needed. I find that using hard rather than electronic copies of reading material in class is more productive for sharing and learning. Unless this is very difficult to do (e-books), I would ask that you print, mark up, and bring physical copies of assigned articles to class.

Thomas Laqueur’s The Work of the Dead: A Cultural History of Mortal Remains will help organize the rhythm of our thinking throughout the term. We will use the book as a way to calmly and consistently meditate on the idea of the ground and the bodies it carries. The book, by the author’s own admission, is written primarily from the perspective of a historian of modern Britain, and offers only one of many different possible perspectives on the cultural history of human burial. Chapters from the book will be juxtaposed with a number of articles that bring Indigenous, Eastern European, and North American views to the table. The intention is to read most but not the entire book, and at varying levels of intensity and precision. Together, we can decide on the most interesting sections to read, and then construct a reading schedule complementary to the one printed below.

As graduate students you are expected to read beyond the assigned literature, and to consistently demonstrate a level of curiosity, and a research sensibility. Reading broadly
throughout the semester will prepare you for the final assignment, and will help you do well in class discussions and workshops.

Reading Schedule

The following reading schedule is a draft only – my initial proposal for how the course will unfold. During the first two course sessions we will work together to modify it to suit our common interests and goals. I will circulate a final schedule by the third week of class.

Class 1: Introductory Class
September 7, 2017

Class 2: Compassion, Grief, and Coming Into Being
September 14, 2017


Class 3: Cultural Memory and the Body
September 21, 2017


Class 4: Cultural Landscapes: Living, Seeing, Practicing
September 28, 2017

The following four articles are taken from Kay Anderson, Mona Domosh, Steve Pile, and Nigel Thrift, eds., Handbook of Cultural Geography (London: Sage, 2003):
Class 5: Multidirectional Memory or Complicity?
October 5, 2017


Class 6: Bodies and Monuments
October 12, 2017


Class 7: No Class
October 19, 2017

I will be away. Please use this time to get a head start on readings and assignments.

Reading Week – No Class
October 23-27, 2017

Class 8: Wilderness and Lebensraum
November 2, 2017


Class 9: Natural History and Constructions of North American Wilderness
November 9, 2016


Class 10: Bodies and Ruins
November 16, 2016


Class 11: Images of Bodies and the Ethics of Viewing
November 23, 2016


Class 12: Mini-Symposium and Summary Class I
November 30, 2016

Class 13: Mini-Symposium and Summary Class II
December 7, 2016

Depending on the presentation topics and class interests, we will decide on a list of already-covered articles and chapters to reread for the summary sessions.

Instead of two Mini-Symposium sessions, we may decide to hold a joint symposium with CDNS 5401 (The ‘Heritage’ of Heritage Conservation) on December 1 and 2, 2017. If this is the case, classes 12 and 13 will be cancelled.

Academic Integrity

The following texts are part of Carleton’s academic integrity and equity policies.

Plagiarism: Plagiarism is a very serious academic offence. It occurs when someone tries to pass anyone else’s work as their own. It occurs when a student either a) directly copies more than one of two sentences of another’s written work without acknowledgement; or b) closely paraphrases the equivalent of a short paragraph or more without acknowledgement; and c) borrows, without acknowledgement, any ideas in
a clear and recognized form, in such a way, as to present them as the student's own thoughts, where such ideas, if they were the student's own would contribute to the merit of his or her work.

Instructors who suspect plagiarism are required to submit the paper and supporting documentation to the Department Chair, who will refer the case to the Dean. Students are reminded that plagiarism can result in a range of penalties including failure in the course. It is in the student's best interests to keep all of their research papers intact after handing in papers.

Resubmission of Work: Prior approval of the instructor must be obtained if you intend to submit work that has previously or concurrently been submitted, in whole or in part, for credit in any other course.

For more details see the Academic Integrity Policy http://www1.carleton.ca/senate/ccms/wp-content/ccms-files/Academic-Integrity-Policy.pdf

Academic Accommodation

You may need special arrangements to meet your academic obligations during the term. For an accommodation request the processes are as follows:

Pregnancy obligation: write to me with any requests for academic accommodation during the first two weeks of class, or as soon as possible after the need for accommodation is known to exist. For more details visit the Equity Services website: http://www2.carleton.ca/equity/

Religious obligation: write to me with any requests for academic accommodation during the first two weeks of class, or as soon as possible after the need for accommodation is known to exist. For more details visit the Equity Services website: http://www2.carleton.ca/equity/

Academic Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: The Paul Menton Centre for Students with Disabilities (PMC) provides services to students with Learning Disabilities (LD), psychiatric/mental health disabilities, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), chronic medical conditions, and impairments in mobility, hearing, and vision. If you have a disability requiring academic accommodations in this course, please contact PMC at 613-520-6608 or pmc@carleton.ca for a formal evaluation. If you are already registered with the PMC, contact your PMC coordinator to send me your Letter of Accommodation at the beginning of the term, and no later than two weeks before the first in-class scheduled test or exam requiring accommodation (if applicable). Requests made within two weeks will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. After requesting accommodation from PMC, meet with me to ensure accommodation arrangements are made. Please consult the PMC website (www.carleton.ca/pmc) for the deadline to request accommodations for the formally-scheduled exam (if applicable).

You can visit the Equity Services website to view the policies and to obtain more detailed information on academic accommodation at: http://www2.carleton.ca/equity/